
Report 

SPR of Ultrathin 
Organic Films 

Surfaceplasmonresonance (SPR) 
methods are surface-sensitive spec
troscopic techniques that can be 

used to characterize a variety of ultrathin 
organic monolayers and multilayers at gold, 
silver, and copper surfaces. For example, 
SPR measurements have been used to study 
Langmuir-Blodgett films {1-3), self-
assembled organic monolayers (4,5), specif
ically and nonspecifically adsorbed biopoly-
mers (including DNA) (6-13), nonlinear 
optical thin films (14), and thin organic films 
at electrochemical interfaces (15,16). 

SPR methods have been used to en
hance fluorescence (17,18), Raman scat
tering (18-22), and optical second har
monic generation at metal/dielectric inter
faces (23,24), but in their simplest form, 
SPR measurements are used to monitor 
the changes in thickness or index of refrac
tion of ultrathin organic films at metal sur-

faces. In this respect, SPR measurements 
are similar to ellipsometry (25) except that 
the two methods have different degrees of 
surface specificity and sensitivity. The SPR 
index of refraction measurement is the ba
sis of the recently introduced BIACORE 
SPR adsorption instrument (1,26). 

In this Report, three different examples 
of how SPR techniques can be applied to 

studying ultrathin organic films are dis
cussed (Figure 1). In Figure la, SPR scan
ning and imaging measurements are used 
to study protein adsorption onto chemically 
modified gold surfaces. In Figure lb, SPR 
imaging measurements are used to follow 
the sequential hybridization adsorption of 
DNA molecules. In Figure lc, the electro
static fields inside a noncentrosymmetric 
zirconium phosphonate film incorporated 
into an electrochemical interface are mea
sured with electrochemically modulated 
SPR methods. 

Scanning-angle measurements 
Briefly stated, the surface selectivity of SPR 
arises from the enhancement of the optical 
electric fields at metal surfaces when sur
face plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are created 
at the metal/dielectric interface. SPPs are 
coupled photon-plasmon surface electro
magnetic waves that propagate parallel to 
the metal/dielectric interface. The intensity 
of the optical electric fields associated with 
an SPP decays exponentially away from the 
metal surface. The key point is that a typi-
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cal decay length for an SPP into the dielec
tric is on the order of 200 nm. Unfortu
nately, SPPs cannot be created on an iso
lated planar metal surface (either bare or 
coated). Instead, a prism or grating cou
pling geometry is typically used to excite 
SPPs (27). One such geometry, the 
Kretschmann prism coupling configura
tion, is shown schematically in Figure 2. 

In an SPR scanning experiment, the 

reflectivity of a 1-mW p-polarized (i.e., po
larized parallel to the plane of incidence) 
HeNe laser (632.8 nm) is measured as a 
function of incident angle from a prism-
sample assembly as shown in Figure 2. 
The sample consists of an organic thin film 
adsorbed onto a 47-nm gold film that has 
been vapor deposited onto a glass micro
scope slide cover. The sample is brought 
into optical contact with the BK7 glass 
prism using a thin layer of index-matching 
fluid such as ethylene glycol. The prism-
sample assembly is mounted onto a rota
tion stage which allows scanning of the 
incident angle with a resolution of 0 004° 

Figure 3a displays the percent reflectiv
ity (% R) obtained as a function of incident 
angle (denoted as "SPR reflectivitv 
curves") for a ^prip*; of artanrhpH 

monolay
ers dpnicted in Ficnire la For each CMWP 

the open markers represent the experimen
tal data and the solid lines are theoretical 
calculations of the SPR reflectivity curves 
using a four nhase (BK7/gold/organic 
film/air) complex Fresnel calculation. 
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These calculations were performed using 
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the N-phase method as detailed by Hansen 
(28), and the details of our specific imple-
mentation can be found elsewhere (29; 
see also http://cornifo.chem.wisc.edu/ 
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calculations.html). Notice the excellent 

agreement between theory and experi
mental data. 

The SPR reflectivity curves have several 
distinct features. At an angle of approxi
mately 41.3°, a cusp in the reflectivity 
curves is observed, which is caused by the 
critical angle for the BK7 prism (refractive 
index »BK7 = 1.515)) The position of this 
cusp does not change with the presence of 
monolayers on the gold film, and is used to 
ensure a reproducible calibration of the 
incident angle. Beyond the critical angle, a 
minimum in the reflectivity is observed, 
with the reflectivity plunging dramatically 
from greater than 90% to less than 1%. This 
drop is the well-documented creation of 
SPPs at the gold/thin film interface and 
the angle of minimum reflectivity is de
noted as the "SPR angle" 

The sharpness of the SPR minimum al
lows for a very accurate determination of the 
position of the SPR angle. At the reflectivity 
minimum, the light waves in the prism are 
coupled to the surface plasmons at the gold/ 
thin film interface. Because the optical elec
tric fields are localized to within —200 nm 
from the gold surface, ,he position of fhe 
SPR angle is extremely sensitive to the index 
of refraction (n) of the adjacent medium. 

Figure 3b shows an expanded view of 
the curves near the reflectivity minimum. 

Figure 1 . Examples of surface 
chemistries characterized by SPR. 

(a) The specific adsorption of the protein avidin 
onto a gold surface modified with a monolayer of 
MUA onto which a monolayer of biotinylated 
poly-L-lysine (bi-PL) has been electrostatically 
adsorbed, (b) The sequential hybridization of 
DNA target molecules A and B to the surface-
bound DNA probe molecule P is monitored with 
SPR imaging, (c) The noncentrosymmetric 
molecule HAPA can be used to probe the electric 
fields inside organic multilayer films in an 
electrochemical environment using 
electrochemically modulated SPR methods. 

Figure 2. Prism-sample assembly for an SPR scanning-angle instrument. 

The reflectivity of a 1 -mW HeNe laser as a functton of incident angle is measured from a prrsm-
sample assembly. The sample is an organic thin film adsorbed onto gold film that has been vapor 
deposited onto a glass microscope slide cover. The sample is brought into optical contact with the 
prism using a thin layer of index-matching fluid. (Adapted from Ref. 8.) 
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Notice the significant shift in the minimum 
for just one monolayer of adsorbed mate
rial. The magnitude of this shift in the SPR 
angle (AG) depends upon the thickness of 
the monolayer and n of the adsorbed mole
cules at 632.8 nm. Thus, the thickness of a 
monolayer can be obtained by measuring 
the SPR angle before and after adsorption, 
provided n is known. Though usually esti
mated from bulk indices of refraction, n of 
the monolayer can, in some instances, be 
extracted by measuring SPR curves at a 
number of wavelengths (30). 

In Figure 3, the open circles represent 
the data from a clean gold surface, and the 
open triangles show the data from the 
same surface after the adsorption of a 
monolayer of the alkanethiol 11-mercap-
toundecanoic acid (MUA). The adsorption 
of the MUA monolayer resulted in a shift in 
the SPR angle of 0.179 ± 0.009° °fom the 
bare gold surface. Using a four-phase 
(BK7/gold/MUA/air) complex Fresnel 
calculation A9 was converted to a thick
ness of 17.0 ±0.9 A by assuming MMIIA = 
1.45 (31). This film thickness excel
lent agreement with previous ellipsometric 
film thickness measurements of f6-19 A 
for the MUA monolayer (31) and .onfirms 
the accuracy of the SPR technique 

SPR measurements can be performed in 
an ex situ or in situ configuration. To moni
tor rapid changes in adsorption, the incident 
HeNe laser can be focused onto the sample, 
and a spread of angles can be monitored 
simultaneously (1,32). However, it is more 
difficult to extract quantitative thickness in
formation if only a small portion of the SPR 
reflectivity curve is measured (33)) 

The adsorption of two additional 
biopolymer monolayers onto this MUA-
modified gold surface has also been moni
tored with the scanning SPR technique 
(34). We have shown that the specific ad
sorption of the protein avidin onto gold 
surfaces can be controlled with monolayers 
of the polypeptide poly-L-lysine (PL) modi
fied wiih biotin. Avidin is s tetrameric cly
coprotein that contains four specific bind
ing sites for the small molecule biotin. 
Upon the electrostatic adsorption of a 
monolayer of biotinylated PL (bi-PL) to the 
MUA monolayer an additional shift in the 
SPR angle of 0 205° 

T1TQQ 

observed corre
sponding to a bi-PL thickness of 17 0 A 

The biotin moieties attached to the 
surface via PL act as specific adsorption 
sites for avidin, and upon exposure of the 
gold/MUA/bi-PL surface to an avidin so
lution, an additional shift of 0.485° corre
sponding to an avidin layer thickness of 
41.0 A was observed. This is in good 
agreement with the expected thickness 

for a packed monolayer of avidin. No avi
din adsorption occurred onto a PL mono
layer that had not been biotinylated, indi
cating that the avidin was specifically ad
sorbed to the biotin sites. The preferential 
adsorption of avidin to bi-PL over PL was 
investigated further using SPR imaging 
measurements. 

Figure 3. Reflectivity curves. 

(a) The SPR reflectivity curves for a clean gold surface (O) and the same surface after the 
sequential adsorption of an MUA monolayer (A), a bi-PL monolayer (•), and a layer of the protein 
avidin (txi). (b) An expanded view of the SPR curves for the same sample as in (a) near the 
reflectivity minimum. The shift in the angle of minimum reflectivity, denoted as 9sp, upon the 
adsorption of material is used to determine the thickness of the adsorbed layer via complex Fresnel 
calculations (solid lines). (Adapted from Ref. 34.) 
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SPR imaging measurements 
Along with scanning SPR, fixed-angle SPR 
imaging can also be used to measure ad
sorption onto patterned organic thin films. 
The ability of SPR imaging to observe pat
terned surfaces (35-38) makes this tech
nique ideally suited for biosensor applica
tions, which often require monitoring si
multaneous adsorption onto many surface 
functionalities. For example, SPR imaging 
experiments that use two functionalized 
surfaces placed on the same substrate and 
exposed to identical conditions can be used 
to perform very accurate differential 
biopolymer adsorption studies This meth
odology can also be used to identify and 
discriminate against any nonspecific ad
sorption processes 

A schematic diagram of an SPR imaging 
apparatus is shown in Figure 4a. In this 
experiment, an expanded HeNe laser beam 

is used to illuminate the prism-thin gold 
film sample assembly at an incident angle 
that is near the SPR angle, and the re
flected light is detected at a fixed angle 
with an inexpensive charge-coupled device 
(CCD) camera to produce an "SPR image" 
such as the one shown in Figure 4b. This 
image arises from variations in the re
flected light intensity from different parts 
of the sample; these variations are created 
by changes in the organic thin-film thick
ness or in n that occur upon adsorption 
onto the modified gold surface. 

By creating patterns of two different 
alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers on 
a single thin gold film, a differential ad
sorption measurement can be performed. 
These differential adsorption measure
ments are comparable in sensitivity to the 
SPR angle shift measurements of biopoly-
mer adsorption described previously with 

the scanning SPR instrument. As with the 
SPR scanning-angle technique, the SPR 
imaging technique can be used to moni
tor the adsorption of submonolayer 
amounts of material in both ex situ and in 
situ configurations. 

To make differential adsorption mea
surements with the SPR imaging appara
tus, surfaces with alternating stripes of two 
different surface functional groups are cre
ated. These surfaces are prepared by a se
ries of adsorption or self-assembly, photo
chemical desorption, and rinsing steps. 
The preferential adsorption of avidin onto 
bi-PL versus unmodified PL is demon
strated in the SPR imaging experiment 
shown in Figure 4. A gold surface was pre
pared with the alternating stripes of bi-PL 
and PL (6) First the entire surface was 
covered with MUA and bi-PL Stripes of the 
MUA/bi-PL were then removed by irradiat
ing the surface with UV light through a 
mask and then rinsing with ethanol and 
water The sample was immersed into an 

MTTA <;nlution to refill thnsip areas iiiQt rp-

moved and tVipQp newly dpnnsitpH MTTA 

strippc were coated 

with PL bv 
immersincr 

the samnle into a PL solution When the 
reflectivitv from such a surface is mea 
sured in an SPR i ri t t 
fixed angle, ,mages o. fhe type shown in 
Figure 4 are obtained. 

The SPR image from a two-component 
surface can be analyzed quantitatively by 
generating a "line profile" across the image 
by averaging the %R values measured at 
each pixel of the CCD camera along the 
stripes. Figure 4 shows two of these line 
profiles; the lower line was obtained from 
the original surface of MUA/PL and MUA/ 
bi-PL stripes. Notice the 10% difference in 
the reflectivity between the two regions, 
which results because the bi-PL monolayer 
is 6.5 A thicker than the unmodified PL. 

After exposing the surface to avidin, a 
second line profile (upper line) shows that 
the reflectivity increased from 40% to 80% in 
the bi-PL regions but not at all on the PL-
covered stripes. The increase in reflectivity 
for the bi-PL-coated stripes results from a 
shift in the SPR angle caused by the ad
sorption of a 40-A layer of avidin. Con
versely, the lack of change in reflectivity 
for the PL stripes indicates no avidin ad
sorption occurred onto those regions. Fig-

Figure 4. Schematic of an SPR imaging apparatus. 

(a) An expanded HeNe laser beam is incident on a prism-sample assembly near the SPR angle, with 
the reflected light detected by a CCD camera, (b) A gold surface patterned with alternating stripes of 
PL and bi-PL was exposed to a solution of avidin to obtain the image, which was quantitatively 
analyzed by generating line profiles across it by averaging the %R values measured at each pixel of 
the charge-coupled device across the stripes. The lower line was obtained from the original surface of 
MUA/PL and MUA/bi-PL stripes. The upper line was obtained after exposing the surface to avidin. 
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ure 4 also displays the SPR image of these 
alternating stripes of MUA/PL (dark re
gions) and MUA/bi-PL/avidin (light re
gions). The SPR image and line profiles 
data clearly demonstrate that the avidin 
specifically adsorbs to the biotin moieties 
of the bi-PL, and that unmodified PL pre
vents the nonspecific adsorption of avidin 
onto the metal surface. 

Although in principle this information 
could have been obtained from a series of 
scanning SPR measurements, the SPR im
aging technique is a rapid and very sensi
tive method for studying protein adsorp
tion. The speed and sensitivity of these ex
periments arise because adsorption onto a 
single surface containing multiple areas 
with different functional groups can be 
measured simultaneously and because 
each functional group is exposed to iden
tical adsorption conditions. Very small 
changes in %R corresponding to sub-
monolayer amounts of biopolymer adsorp
tion can be observed with this measurement 
and if the data are normalized fas in Figure 
4) to obtain quantitative %R values an effec
tive average thickness can be determined 

In a second example of the SPR imaging 
experiment, the technique was used to de
tect the presence of a specific DNA se
quence in solution by hybridization adsorp
tion onto an array of immobilized DNA 
probes. The rapid assay of mixtures of 
DNA sequences from solution by hybrid
ization adsorption has been studied exten
sively in recent years for both genetic anal
ysis and DNA sequencing applications. The 
SPR imaging geometry allows us to mea
sure in an in situ environment the simulta
neous hybridization adsorption of unla
beled oligonucleotides onto an array of im
mobilized oligonucleotides 

In this SPR imaging experiment, two 
different DNA "probe" molecules (PI and 
P2) each composed of 30 nucleotides were 
convalently bound to distinct spots on a 
modified gold surface in the manner shown 
in the inset in Figure 5. The adsorption of a 
DNA "target" molecule (target A) that was 
complementary to the surface-bound probe 
molecule P2 was monitored, with PI being 
used to verify the specificity of the surface 
hybridization. Figure 5 shows the line pro
files from the in situ SPR imaging experi
ment The curve labeled P in Figure 5 is 

a 

line profile taken through the two spots 
prior to hybridization, as shown by the dot
ted line in the inset of the figure. 

Note that the two DNA probe spots are 
clearly visible in the line profile, in contrast 
to fluorescence measurements of hybrid
ization adsorption in which only the com
plementary target strand is detected. When 
a solution containing target A was injected 
into the in situ cell, a line profile of the re
sulting image, line Al in Figure 5, was ob
tained. It can be seen from line Al that this 
complement adsorbs only to the P2 DNA 
spot, as evidenced by an increase in the 
reflectivity of the P2 spot and essentially no 
change in the reflectivity for the PI spot. 
This clearly demonstrates the specificity 
of the surface hybridization adsorption 

The SPR imaging experiment in Figure 
5 was also used to demonstrate the sequen
tial hybridization adsorption of DNA mole
cules onto the chemically modified gold 
surface (33). As depicted in Figure lb, ,ar
get A (the strand of DNA complementary 

to the surface-bound probe P2) was de
signed so that only half of the 30 bases in 
the oligonucleotide are involved in hybrid
ization to the surface probe. The remaining 
free bases were used to hybridize a layer of 
a second 30-base oligonucleotide, target B, 
to the surface. Target B was, in turn, de
signed such that it was able to hybridize a 
second layer of target A. By sequentially 
exposing the surface to solutions of first 
target A, and then target B, it was possible 
to perform multiple hybridizations to a sin
gle strand of probe DNA using only two 
different target oligonucleotides 

Figure 5 shows the line profiles from an 
in situ SPR imaging experiment in which 
multiple hybridizations were used to am
plify the SPR signal produced by the initial 
covalently bound probe DNA. Following 
the initial hybridization adsorption step, the 
sample was exposed to target B and further 
adsorption onto P2 was observed (line Bl). 
This sequential hybridization was repeated 
several times to give line profiles labeled 
A2 through B3. Notice that the increase in 

Figure 5. Line profiles from the SPR images of the multiple sequential 
hybridization of DNA target molecules to surface-bound DNA probe molecules. 

DNA probe molecules, P1 and P2, were covalently bound in distinct spots on a modified gold 
surface. Line profiles from the SPR images of the surface were taken prior to hybridization (line P) 
and after exposing the surface to DNA target molecules complementary to P2 (line A1). Further 
hybridizations were performed according to the scheme depicted in Figure 2b to give lines B1 
through B3. 
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%R is not linear, but begins to level out af
ter five hybridization steps. There are two 
contributions to this behavior: The SPR 
response is not linear with increasing thick
ness and hybridization efficiencies of each 
adsorption step are less than 100%. As a 
final point, ,he hybridizatton adsorption of 
these DNA molecules onto die modified 
gold surface was monitored in real time 
using the SPR imaging technique. Thus, 
this SPR method can, in principle, also be 
used to study DNA hybridization adsorp
tion and self-assembly kinetics 

EM-SPR 
A recent set of experiments demonstrates 
how a novel extension of the SPR method
ology called electrochemically modulated-
SPR (EM-SPR) can be used to monitor 
electrostatic fields inside organic mono
layer and multilayer films. In an electro
chemical environment, the strength of the 
electrostatic fields within the interfacial 
region of a chemically modified electrode 
is a fundamental parameter that controls 
the reactivity of any chemical species incor
porated into the thin film. 

EM-SPR uses surface plasmons to mea
sure the minute changes in n of a noncen-
trosymmetric thin organic film that occur 
when an external electrostatic field is ap
plied. The noncentrosymmetric thin organic 
film used in the initial set of experiments 
(IS) was a zirconium phosphonate eZP) mul
tilayer film that contained d single eZ mono
layer of the asymmetric nonlinear optical 
azobenzene chromophore HAPA ([5-[4-[[4-
[ (6-hydroxyhexyl) sulfonyl] phenyl] azo] 
phenyl]pentoxy]phosphonic acid). 

The change in n (or An) of this ZP/ 
HAPA film when an external electric field 
is applied is referred to as the linear elec-
trooptical effect, and for a" nonbirefringent 
material, is described by the electrooptic 
coefficient tensor element 

r33 = 2An/n AEz (1) 

in which n is the isotropic n of the material 
and An is the change created by the 
change in an electric field applied along the 
2-axis (i.e., perpendicular to the electrode 
surface), which is AEZ. The relationship in 
Equation 1 is used in two ways: First, die 
value of r33 is determined for an ultrathin 

noncentrosymmetric ZP/HAPA film by 
measuring An in an air gap capacitor that 
has a known applied field strength, and 
then, in a second set of experiments, An is 
measured in an electrochemical environ

ment. With the previously determined 
value of r33, the electrostatic field inside the 
organic thin film can then be estimated 
from Equation 1, This is an optical mea
surement of the electrostatic field within 

Figure 6. Results for EM-SPR experiments used to measure the electric 
fields inside a HAPA film. Data are normalized by plotting the angle as - 6sp, 
which is the difference between the angle of incidence and the SPR angle. 

(a) Differential reflectivity curve for a 4.4-nm HAPA film in an air gap capacitor experiment. The 
sample (inset) consists of thin Mylar film pressed between the ZP-modified gold film and a gold 
electrode. Electrical contact is made to the two gold surfaces, and a sinusoidal waveform is applied 
across the gap. (b) Differential reflectivity curve for a 6.7-nm HAPA film in an electrochemical 
environment. The sample (inset) consists of a Teflon cell pressed against the ZP-modified gold 
film. A three-electrode assembly is made with the ZP-modified gold film as the working electrode. 
(Data from Ref. 15.) 
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the thin film, and it can be used to probe 
electric field profiles by moving the posi
tion of the HAPA molecules inside the or
ganic multilayer (16). 

A modulated SPR experiment is used to 
measure the field-induced changes in An. 
Surface plasmons are created at a gold/ 
dielectric interface in an EM-SPR experi
ment with an apparatus similar to that used 
in the scanning SPR measurement. The 
small changes in reflectivity that occur 
upon potential modulation are monitored 
as a function of incident angle in the region 
of 9 . These experimental EM-SPR "differ
ential reflectivity" or "A%R" curves are mod
eled with complex Fresnel calculations to 
relate the measured A%R to An. 

Figure 6a plots the differential reflectivity 
curve measured in an air gap capacitor ex
periment for a 4.4-nm ZP film that contained 
one HAPA monolayer. No differential reflec
tivity response was observed when a com
pletely centrosymmetric film was used; a 
noncentrosymmetric optical chromophore 
had to be present in the ZP multilayer. In 
this experiment, an AC voltage of 30 V at 

10 kHz was applied to the sample, and a 
maximum differential reflectivity of 4 xlO"4 

was observed near 0 . The solid line is the 
differential reflectivity curve expected for An 
of the HAPA monolayer of 8.0 xlO"6. From 
this experiment, an electrooptic coefficient of 

11 pm/V was obtained (15). 
In Figure 6b the differential reflectivity 

curve for a 6.7-nm ZP/HAPA film that con
tained a single HAPA monolayer in an elec
trochemical environment is plotted. The 
electrode potential was modulated by 
50 mV, and a maximum differential reflec
tivity of 3 x 10"3 was observed, correspond
ing to a An of 3.3 x 10"5 (as determined 
from multilayer Fresnel calculations). Note 
that this maximum differential reflectivity 
is an order of magnitude greater than in 
the air gap experiment shown in Figure 6a. 
Using the electrooptic coefficient of 11 
pm/V determined in the air gap experi
ment this An of 3 3 x 10~5 corresponds to a 
AE of 1 4 x 104 V/cm This number is con
sistent with the field strength values ob
served hv other crroups for monolayer films 
at electrode surfaces as determined from 

fAf*cW(\r\\rc\m\r shift"c in f l l inresirence and 

eler*trvM-efler*tanr,e Tne;iQiirpTYients (QCft In 

.v c£>f of m a q p i i r e m e n f c ! fli£» TJ*TVyT CJDD 

technique has been used to measure AEZ 

for various ZP/HAPA films as a function of 
film thickness and chromophore position 
inside the multilayer (16). 

The EM-SPR technique is an extremely 
sensitive method for monitoring field-
induced changes in the n of ultrathin films 
in an electrochemical environment, and in 
the future, should provide detailed informa
tion about the electric fields inside other 
noncentrosymmetric assemblies such as 
Langmuir-Blodgett films and nonlinear 
optical polymer films. 

The ability of SPR measurements to 
characterize the adsorption of unlabeled 
organic molecules and biopolymers onto 
chemically modified gold surfaces in both 
ex situ and in situ configurations makes 
these techniques a very simple yet ex
tremely versatile and sensitive set of optical 
methods for the study of ultrathin organic 
films. There are quite a few other SPR tech
niques, applications, and methodologies, 
and we refer the reader to some excellent 
recent reviews (33 40-42). 
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